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In discussing this subject, I should like to look
tonight behind the headlines for a brief period and consider
some of the movements and forces now operating in the field of
international organization ; forces ranging f rom the narrowest
nationalism to those which advocate the "Parliament of Man,
the Federation of the 'World" .

National sovereignty in its present-day form is
generally considered to have originated in the rise of unified
states in Western Europe during and after the Renaissance .
With the development of such states the doctrine of national
sovereignty was elaborated as one of the basic principles of
international law and politics . Sovereignty is a concept which,
of course, has a number of ineanir.;;s, In one common usage it
refers to the jurisdiction over the land surfaces of the globe .
In this sense of territorial sovereignty there is now not much
international dispute . The land areas of the world have •
practically all been divided up ariong sovereign states, although
there are still issues regarding the demarcation of boundarie s
and a few serious conflicting territorial claims .

Nationalism, as a spur in the scramble for territory
in the old mat;ner is, then, largely extinct . Nationalis .n,
however, as an exrression of the desire of a people for self-
government and inaependence, is still very much alive . Indeed,
at a time when long-established states are becoming increasingly
aware of the disadvantages of a rigid adherence to the principle
of national soverei~;nty in international dealings, there is a
wave of insurgent nationalism throughout the Islamic and Asian
world and throughout the overseas dependencies of the European
nation states . kerhaps it is inevitable and right that
nationalism must find expression in political freedom befor e
its limitations are realizeci .

In any event its strength has been shown in recent
Years by the partition of existing political entities and the
emergence of new independent states . So we have Syria,
Lebanon, Jordan, the Philippines, Burma, India, Pakistan,
Ceylon, Israel, Indonesia, and, most recently Libya . The
Wilsonian principles of self-determination are, in a delayed
reaction, adding to the multiplicity of independent nations
throughout the world . Nor is the process yet completed, for
a number of new states will probably appear in the years ahead .
This national and anti-colonial feeling may often result in
disturbance and confusion and, indeed, in some premature and
unrealistic decisions in those international agencies wher e
it now has a powerful platform on which to express itself .



In its naine, the United Nations, for instance, has decided
that a former colony like Italian Somaliland, weak and poor
and primitive, is to be given the privilege and the responsi.
bility of governing itself as a sovereign state . It may well
prove to be unequal to the responsibility, The national urge
however, cannot be stopped . Nor should it be, although it
might, with advantage, accept some guidance and develop some
appreciation of the inevitability, and the permanence, of
gradualness i

This fragmentation of political society, resulting
from the triumph of the national idea, must presurnably run its
course before the opposite trend towards closer international
political association can oake general headway . One example 0,
tivhat I mean is to be found in the British Commonwealth of
Nations . The.t association rests firmly in 1952 on the only
basis which would be accepted by its members, their complete
national indehendence . P?ow tnat this has been dchieved, how-
ever, there is less constitutior_al and political sensitiveness
than 2'ormerly about the closest possible co-operation between
those menbers . Yet such co-operation does not express itselP
in orgdnizational forons so much as in the practice of
consultation, and in the desire to work together, a desire ,lh,
cannot always be realized becùuse of the differing Interests
and circumstances of the member-states, These differences m
any centralized formal organization of the Commonwealth
extremely difficult, if not impossible, but they do not preve :
a close, al most a family, relationship . That relationship,a=
other things, now provides a very important link bet•rreen East
and ►Yest, as three of the independent members of the new Conir .c:
wealth are India, pakistan and Ceylon .

At present, then, move .ments towards nationa l
• independence and towards international organization run side t

side throughout the tivorld .

The latter movement, YahetY:er it finds expression in
the United Nations, the North Atlantic Treaty Cre;anizdtion, or
the European Council or Defence Community - and I propose tos
a few words about all three - is, of course, bound to have ar
effect on the tre ►ditional concept of national sovereignty .

hs a principle of international law national
sovereignty has mearit that states will not brook any inter-
ference with their domestic jurisdiction by other states orb
International organizations, through decisions which they havE
not the :nselves accejited . The more developed and politically
mature countries have, however, gradually been coming to real'.
as a result of their actual political, military and economic
experiences, t hat their security, indeed their very existence,
may require some :nodification of this doctrine of exclusive
national sovereignty and domestic jurisdiction, which was onc~
considered sacrosanct .

It is interesting to note in this connection thatt ;.
Soviet Union, which calls itself a progressive people•s
democracy and is based on a supra-national ideology, now ofte :
poses as a determined adheren,t and defender of the doctrirse o:
full national sovereignty and opponent of international inter•
vention or supervision . The soviet has, in fact, an alrlost
pathological concern for nr~tiornal sovereignty and the equalit :
and inuet;ender.ce of states, whenever any form of internatioi~- -
action is proposed which would lay its oan territory or it s
own donestic activities open to examine:tion by others . On ot::'



occasions, when the action concerned means interference with"capit alist" states, it takes, of course, the opposite view .Consisteney in these, as in some other matters, is not aCommunist virtue .

" in
We might Pirst look at the effect of internationa l

organization on national sovereignty by examining the Charter of
the United Nations . This Charter is the most far-reaching
international treaty in force today, and is at present th e
basic instrument of international organization. As such, it
represents a considerable advance over the Covenant of the
League of Nations which it replaced

. Nevertheless, the Charteris, according to its first principle, based on the sovereignequality of all its members, though this principle is no talways recognized in practice .

The Charter also contains a categorical provisio n
that nothing in it should authorize the United Nations to inter-

,as vene in matters which are essentially within the domesti cjurisdiction of any state
. This merely asserts another generalf principle, of course, and does not define what are essentially

domestic matters . The way is left open, therefore, for dis-
cussion and dispute regarding such a definition - and the
position taken in such discussion is often concerned more with
political than legal considerations ,

It should perhaps be mentioned that the Charter does
contain a significant clause, though up to the present it has not
been widely applied, that the Organization shall ensure that
states which are not members of the United Nations act in accordwith its principles so far as may be necessary for the main-tenance of international peace and security . To this extentthe United N~Ltions, at least in theory, asserts itself as an
international body having some authority over non-member states ,
even though these states have not given their consent in any formto the terms of the Charter or actions which the various United
Nations bodies may decide to take , This is at least an
indication of the emergence of an international authority° exi g ting above and apart from i ts member-states, and threateningtheir freedom of action ,.r.

Because it is based on the principle of the sovereign
equality of its member-states, the United Nations operates in
most respects on the rule of one state, one vote

. This follows
the respected practice of universal suffrage in democrati

c
V
Ë communities

. The application, however, of this simple principle
the conduct of affairs of international bodies leadstonciple

certain special difficulties, ',Yhile it i s
that states have a right to equality in intérnâtionalrlaw~niteis

e equally sensible to recognize that they vary widely in their
populations, economic resources and power, as well as in the
stage they have reached in political development

. The granting
of equal voting rights to each of the sixty members of the
United Nations means, because of the disparity in their siz

e
and wealth, that decisions are sometimes taken on an unrepre-
sentative basis . Indeed, some decisions have been characterizede. J as not only unrepresentative, but irresponsible, because of the

° use of voting power based on the one state, one vot e
The United States, for eaample, contributes more thanaithirde~pOf

the annual operating budget of the United Nations but a large
t number of small states, which in the aggregate may contribute

a ver smallY proportion of the operating funds, can have
resolutions adopted, by the exercise of their collective voting
rights, calling for very large expenditures by others on all
kinds of projects . Groups of states could also succeed in
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having resolutions adopted calling for military and other
action which might not have to be taken by them at all but by
a very few states which may be in a dissenting minority . This
situation might be intolerable if the resolutions of the
General Assembly had a binding legal effect on all the United
Nations members, or if the smaller states exercised their
voting power irresponsibly .

Even in its present form this exercise of voting
power, which is something apart from veto power, at times
threatens the effectiveness and could, in certain circumstance,,
threaten even the integrity of the United Nations . It has led
suggestions that there should be some form of weighted voting
corresponding in rough fashion with the population, the stren6-,
and actual contribution of the member-states to the Organizatic
These proposals for new voting procedures are usually quite
complicated and rarely find widespread support . Agreement on
criteria for weighting is almost as impossible to achieve in
international political bodies as it -would be in regard to
weighted voting by state representatives in the United States
Senate . The criterion of population alone, for instance, vroul~
certainly not do, because it is often in cot .flict with such

Atlantic Treaty does not erect an elaborate ana somewhat rigi e

tests as economic resources and development, trade and cocwaerc' .,
importance, or military strength .

The principle of one state, one vote, does not, of
course, apply to all the agencies of the United Nations . IndeF
the General Assembly is the only such agency in which every
member-state is representeu and, therefore, has a vote . The
membership of other organs is restricted in the interest - not
always realized - of speedy and effective action . In the
Security Council, on which, according to the Charter, the
members conferred primary responsibility for thq maintenance o:
international peace and security, there i s another kind of
deviation from the rule of equality . I refer, of course, to
the provision that in other than procedural matters affirr ativ :
votes must include those of the five permanerit members : China
France, the Soviet Union, the United Y,ingdom and the United
States . It is, however, not this rule itself, but its ex-
cessive and irresponsible exercise, principally by the Soviet
Union, which has had such unhappy consequences and has largely
frustrated the effective operation of the Security Council i n
political and security mutters . The veto possessed by a selec e
group only, is ail extreme form of weighted voting and the
dissatisfaction caused by its operation is a warning of the
difficulties of devising both equitable and wor ;uble consti-
tutioris for interr.,utional orgar.izatior.s .

Let us now turn for a moment to the bortri ,1.luntic
Treaty Organization, It was largely because of the failure oi
the United Nations to imiileraer:t, throuE;h the Sacurity Council,
the Charter provisions for orgailizin~; coilective securit y
universully that certain countriey felt it necessary to make
their own more limiteu collective aefence arrangements by
an agreement concluded unaer Article 51 of the Charter . This
short and simple international agreement, the North Atlantic
Treaty, the third anniverst,ry of whose signature was celebratE =
two weeks ago, remains, ur:til the United Nations can function
more efz ectiv ely , the most important international in3tru :nent
for the defence of the free world and the preservation of intE :
national peace . Unlike the United Nations Charter, the North

structure for carrying out the aims and objectives of its
signatories . iapart from establishing a Council on which each
the parties to the Treaty is represented, and a defence



nninisters' committee, the Treaty leaves the development of
the machinery for its implementation to evolution and
experience .

` Consequently, in the space of about three years,
there have already been a number of changes in that machinery .NATO is now

; in faet, a very different body from that which was
set up after the Pact was signed, Gone are the Defence Ministers
and Finance Ministers Committees, the Defence Production Board,
the Finance and Economie Board and the Committee of Deputies .
We have now only one Council consisting of the representatives
of governments and, after the Lisbon decisions, to be in
permanent session, The ministerial meetings of the Council
will now be merely regular sessions, with a higher level of
governmental representationo The technieal and day-to-day
work of NATO wi11 be done by either committees of the Council,
or by committees of a permanent secretariat, which is now to be
organized under a Secretary-General .

When the nature of this key post, the Seeretary-
Generalship, was under discussion at Lisbon, there were two
points of view expressed

. One, that the Secretary-General
should be merely the chief administrative officer of the
Organization, the head of its Civil Service, The other, that
the Secretary-General should be more than this

; that he should
be given enough power and authority to be the active directing
head of the Organization, with direct access to governments on
questions of policy, and with membership on the Council

. The
latter view prevailed and the Secretary-General is now not only
a member of the Council, but its Vice-Chairman as well, whieh
means that at the great majority of meetings he will preside,
as the ministerial chairman will not normally be present

. This
is an interesting and an important development in international
organization

; an international official becoming a me mber of
and presiding over a Council composed of the representatives of
national governments, In this sense, the NATO Secretary-
General has been given greater authority in his organization
than that conferred by the Charter on the Secretary-General in
the United Nations ,

In its broad operations NATO works on the principle
oz equality and unanimity among a group of sovereign powers

.
Every one of its me mbers, even the smallest, has technically aveto

; But this is not important because NATO is not an agency
for International legislation but for international negotiation
and agreemerjt, ~Yhen you are negotiating, you don•t coun

t
heads - at least not formally, In fact, we have never had a
formai vote at NATO, or taken action by other than a unanimous
decision .

;Ye do not operate by vote or veto, but through
discussion, the reconciliation of differing viewpoints, and
decisions based on the general will

. In these discussions, and
the resulting decisions, special weight, of course, attaches to
the opinion of those members whose governments carry the
greatest share of the burden and the greatest respons~bilities

.But these, in their turn, do not ride roughshod over the
opinions of the other and smaller members

. In short, we are
a partnership with a will to work together as freely eo-
oPerating statesa That is why we have been successful in
coining to agreed decisions on such importantlevel of defence questions as the

programmes, the sharing of defence burdens,
and the rela ti onship of NATO to the European De fenc e Communi ty

.On no other basis could NATO work satisfactorily - or indeed
work at all .
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Even in NATO, however, decisions are merely
recommendations to governments and parliaments, where the
ultimate authority lies, That is why, when we are tempted to . .
become exultant over resolutions passed at, say, Lisbon, we
should not forget that our exultation can easily be turned
into .something else by the attitude taken to those resolutions
by the legislatures in Paris or London, Washington or Bonn .

The equal status of NATO members is also qualified by
the f act that the Organization, in certain matters, has to
f unction by means of smaller committees on which not all the
members are represented .

For example, the main strategic and military planning
organ of NATO is the so-called Standing Group, located in
Washington . It consists of the three big members of NATO -
France, the United Kingdom and the United States - rather than
of all fourteen signatories to the Treaty .

The reconciliation of unequal power and equal rights
in this case is accomplished in two ways . First, the Standing
Group is subordinate to and reports to a tRilitary Committee
which comprises the ChiePs of Staff of all the member countries .
Secondly, the Standing Group, when it is discussing any matter
that particularly affects a government not represented on it,
invites a representative of that government to take part"in that
discussion .

There has been another NATO development which has
reflected the diPPiculties of reconciling the legal equality oP
states with their actual inequality .- At its meeting last
September in Ottawa, the Council decided to attempt to relate
the military requirements for the defence of the North Atlantic
area to the political and economic capabilities of its member-
states . This was to be done through an investigation conducted,
in form, by a temporary committee representing all the members .
In practice, however, the Committee operated largely throug h
a smaller Executive Committee which came to be known popularly
as the "Three Wise h'ten^ . These three - they were American,
British and French officials - made a number of reco mmendations
regarding the military and economic contributions of each country
to the common cause . These resulted from what might be described
as an inquisitorial examination into the defence programmes and
economic ari :i financial resources of the member countries . The
fact that all yielded gracefully to this exercise is an
interesting commentary on the extent to which sovereign states
are now prepared to co-operate for the promotion of their joint
defence and security and to subject themselves to international
attention and supervision .

The fact, however, that they did not all accept every
detail of the recommendations of the „Three Wise Men" shows
where the ultimate authority still resides, even in an organi-
zation the members of which work so closely and co-operativ ely
together as they do in NATO . Yet those governments which
demurred at some of the MWise Men" proposals recognized that
recommendations from a group representing the most powerful
members of the coalition must exercise considerable influence on
them ; that they could not and should not be ignored in the
national decisions to be taken . The impact of these recommen-
dations, I should add, was increased by the fact, an increasingly
normal and d ubious practice, that they leaked into the press
before the governments eould deal with them .



It can, I think, be said that this new examination
procedure, though its results on this occasion were important
and valuable, caused some concern among the governments of
those countries not directly rei)resented on the Executive Com-
pittee . As a result, it has been agreed that future enquiries
of this nature in NATO - and they will take place periodically -
should be conducted as a part of the normal operations of the
NATO Council without the fuss and fanfare which inevitably
attaches to a special committee of big names from big countries .

Another NATO development, important from the poin t
of view of international organization and national sovereignty,
was the creation of an integrated force under a Supreme Allied
Commander in destern Europe, General Eisenhower . ►Je had become
accustomed, of course, to integrated forces under unitary com-
mands during the Second :dorld -dar, but it was a very radical
step in terms of international organization to establish one
in peacetime as we have now done . General Eisenhower was
nseconded" for this high postr sJhiCh he has filled with such great
distinction and general api-)roval, by the President of the United
States at the request of the North ,;tlantic Council . He was -
and his successor •rrill be - in a very re_zl sense the Corarr:ander-
in-Chief of e - c. . se .V-t,u ate «~ coiltir :z,cr~t as :;ell as of all the
1,1,,TO forces combined . He takes his instructions from all the
P:iLTO É;overr.ments throu,;h tile z~tz.r.ding Group ;ahose decisions are
sub jE:ct to the a1.f)rovai 1'irst uf the :jiii ;:ary Com-raittee an d
theri of the ï-orth Atlantic Council . ITe has, however, access not
merely to the Standing Group but to each b"'TO Chief of Staff or
Defence : .:inister or even the I_e~ci of each Government if that is
necessary to accomplish his -mission . He may make recommendations
to the Standing Group or to national governrnents, as would a -
national Chief of :;tuff, , with respect to national forces placed
unaer his command . lie is also reeaor:sible for overall planning,
aria for the orgariiLation ana trair.in~; of the national forces
assibneci to him . In wartime, of course, his authority would be
even more exter;sive .

In all these KnTO arrangements for collective defence
planning and organization, the forms of soverei€;r:ty have beenrespected . But, in fact, national policies have been modified
by them to achieve a common internutionul purpose . The fourteen
nations of N!,TO are by their own decisions becoming a team for
purposes of defence and not fourteen inaividual players .

This is a recognition of the truth that in the free
world the independent sovereign state is no longer clotiied with
sufficiently effective power for external defence . r'.;TG, we hope
and believe, can clothe itself as an international or.eunization
'+vitii such po-aer precisely because its members are riot abandoning
sovereignty but inter1)reting it in accordance with the facts of
contemporary politicul life .

The î)rocess, ho~ievE .: , is not an eas~- one . This unique
attempt b , fourteen sovereiGn states to plur. and or6anize a joint
defer:ce programme in time of Y)euce on occasion becones bogge d
do'an in dele,y &nci difficulties, There are those, therefore, who
say that, to make our P' .1T0 operations speedier and more effective,
we need a central rolitical authority which can itself make
decisions that would be bindin,,; on all member countries . Such a
body, it has been proposed, sYlould formulate and execute a
00ru,1on foreigr, and defence policy for all the Tq-orth Atlantic
countries . In practice, however, this :iight well mean that the
three lurl;er countries in the allic:nce, or even the single
largest one, would determine the policy of and dominate the whole
crCanizatior: . The other rn.ember-states are, fortunately or
Unfortunately, riot yet prepared to make this extensive surrender
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or delegation of political and military authority . They would
feel that they are being called on to share the costs and the
risks of a coalition without commensurate participation in ita
control ; a point of view which has been put in its extreme •
form in the slogan "no annihilation without representation" .

There is probably no final answer to this dilemma
between functional efficiency and sovereign equality . The linE
along which we are trying to find one in NATO involve the re-
cognition of leadership, power and special responsibilities,
on the one hand, and recognition, on the other hand, of the
necessity (as the price for free co-operation) for the stronge ;
members of the international association to give consideration
to the special problems and the sensibilities of the others .
Only in this way, and it requires a high degree of tolerance,
understanding and maturity, can a coalition of friendly but
free states be made to work .

Our third example is the move towards European unity,
This is more significant, in some respects, even than the
United Nations or NATO, as an evidence of the trend towards
closer international association and its effect on national
sovereignty . This is a stirring development of historic
significance . There are, of course, many reasons for it : the
urgent need for collective defence against the Soviet threat ;
the growth of European feeling, in the face of the preponderaL,,
of power of Soviet Russia and the United States of America ; th .
lesson of two wars, that Europe to survive must remove the cau
of strife between European countries themselves, especially
between France and Germany ; finally, the desire to increase
European economic and productive activity in order to reducet~
present dependence on United States assistance . For these and
other reasons there seems to be a general dissatisfaction in
destern Europe with the limitations and disadvantages of
national sovereignty and an urge to a broader European basisf,
political organization .

From this urge has come the Brussels arrangements,
Council -of Europe, the Schuman Plan and the proposed European
Defence Community .

These developments illustrate not only the benefits
that may come from greater unity on a regional rather than a
national basis but also the complexities that arise in devisiEi
constitutional arrangements to this end which are both equitat :
and workable . Here again the problem of voting rights has bee~
conspicuous . The smaller countries in Western Europe included
in these projects have been concerned about the protection of
their equal rights and the achievement of a fair share in the
direction of the new organizations . At the same time it has
been necessary to give recognition to the unequal functional
contributions of the participating countries . Therefore, the
principle of one state, one vote, has had to be modified in t

tinterest of co-operative efficiency.

For the Schuman Plan, for instance, there will be at
Assembly composed of seventy-eight delegates from the six memt ~-
states, appointed by the various national parliaments or elect'
by direct suffrage . France, Germany and Italy will each have
eighteen delegates and votes, Belgium and the Netherlands, teD
each, and Luxembourg four . There will also be a Council of
r:inisters composed of one member from each state, but in this
Council, there is a balancing of voting rights in favour of
France and Germany, which are the largest coal and steel proà~ '

-%I
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This Schuman Plan Assembly is expected to serve also
the European Defence Communityo When it meets, however, to
consider problems concerning the European Army, France, Germany
and Italy, as the largest contributors in money and men, will
have an additional three delegates, giving them each twenty-one
votes . In the Council of Ministers for the European Defence
Community there will also be a weighted voting procedure to
take into account the differences in the contributions of the
various member-states . The normal method of taking decisions
in this Council will be by majority vote . Since there will be
six ministers, it was necessary to find a procedure to deal
with cases where the voting results in a tieo Whenever this
happens, the side which includes the nations making two-thirds
of the aggregate contribution in funds and manpower would be
considered to have the majorityo In cases where a two-thirds
majority is required, the four countries in the majority would
have to include those providing two-thirds of the budget and
troops . In some cases, however - they will be few but important -
the Council of Ministers will only be able to give direction s
to the executive body of the European Defence Community by
unanimous voting o

These are all very important developments in the field
of European international organization and they would have been
unthinkable twenty years ago . There are, however, those on
this continent who are impatient because more progress has not
been made, and who think that during the last five years, all
national boundaries should have been eliminated in Western Europe ,
all national traditions and loyalties lost in the larger European
concept o

The surprising thing, however, is not that so little
has been done, but so mucho As President Truman said in his
message to Congress on March 6, Europe "has moved faster toward
integration in the last five years than it did in the previous
five hundred" . Our impatience, in fact, might well be directed,
not at the Europeans but at those who, in Mr . Walter Lippmann's
words, produce "grandiose and superficially conceived schemes for
remaking Europe by the end of last weeko n

We in North America should, I think, be hesitant t o
try to apply the patterns and the formulae of our own federations
to other peoples and other regions of the world . The happy
circumstances and conditions which made possible the creatio n
of the American union and the Canadian federation may not be
paralleled elsewhere . Countries have different histories and
traditions and the solutions to their problems may not
necessarily be f ound in consolidating or adapting existing
political forms and institutions . New situations may call for
entirely new ideas, new solutions, some of which may be as yet
unknown to the students of political science .

Impatience Is also being shown in another direction .
It is argued that European unity is not only too late ; it is
too little ; that there must be Atlantic Federation or Union,
if the Western World is to prosper, or even to survive . So
proposals to this end have been made and are being actively
pursued a

In all such proposals a distinction should, of course,
be made between those which are based on the participation of
governments as units, and those under which representative s
Will be directly elected to international bodies by the people
of the participating countries . The latter, if they exercise
real powers, come much closer to what we usually describe a s
e federationo By analogy with existing federal states, a
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regional federation would inelude a popularly elected parliament
with defined though li .mited legislative powers, a common executi~E
or cabinet, a common foreign policy, a common citizenship,
common defenoe forces, a common currency, a common budget and
system of taxation, as well as other features of the central
institutiôns of a federal state .

Those who advocate such schemes of federation, either
on a regional or wider basis, do so usually from the highest
of motiveso They perforai, I think, a good and usefui service
in preparing public opinion for the political changes which
will undoubtedly be called for in the future to promote inter-
national co-operationo As a practising and I hope practical
politician, however, as well as a quondam student of political
science, I confess that I sometimes find some of the blueprints
of the brave new international world so far removed from the
possibilities of the present that it is difficult to consider
them in realistic terms, Our ultimate destiny - to safeguard
our very existence - may require seine form of f ederalism on a
regional or even a wider basiso But Meanwhile we have to work
with the institutions which exist today and attempt to adapt
them for the more ready and efficient and equitable solution of
our current problems . This is, I suggest, a necessary and
practicable task, and the insistent demand for something more
far-reaching to be achieved imrnediately may at titres be an
obstacle to its accomplishment o

So I think that normally it is better to proceed to
the organization of international action on a step-by-step and
functional basis, eaeh step taken after the previous one has
been proven to be of value to our peoples, rather than to attempt
to bring about, by one great leap, some grandiose plan for
union now,

May I suggest in conclusion that, in forming our
attitudes towards various schemes for integration and union, and
for international organization generally, we keep certain main
ideas to the f orefront of our thinking o

We should be reluctant, if not unwilling, to press
others to make a greater abandonment of their sovereign rights
than we are willing to make ourselves, ale should also remember
that small powers are often more sensitive about their rights
than large ones . If they weren't they might not have any . If
they are realistic, however, they must also know - these smaller
powers - that, by insisting on standing alone or in isolation or
neutralism or whatever they may call it, they are not likely to
get very far in determining their own fate, Today it is only
by working with others that smaller countries can exercise any
influence on the big decisions by the big powers which determine
their own fate . This should . strengthen their belief in inter-
national co-operation and international organization . It may ais
make them insistent on a voice and influence within this co-
operation and these organizations, in the effort to recapture
soins of the eontrol over their own destinies whieh they may
once have possessed and a large part of which, it must be adrnitte
most of them have now lost .

That is why any international partnership such as
NATO, to work effectively and smoothly, must be based on the
voluntary participation of its constituent units . That is why
the more powerful members should resist any temptation to
exercise undue pressure on the others, and also why bll the
members should refrain from exercising pressure on hesitant or
unwilling countries to join the group .
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The 6eneral principle of equality must, I think,
continue to guide us in our approach to projects for closerco-operation . However, the equality appropriate to status need
not, and in many circumstances should not, extend to function .
you may recall that the creatures in George Orwell's "Animal
Farm" lived under the slogan, "All animals are equal but some
animals are more equal than others

." In a similar sense, all
states are equal, but some are more equal than others . Of
these, the United States of America is the "most equal" of all .
That imposes on this country - as it faces - with its friends -
the probleirns ahead and seek for solutions to them - special
responsibilities . It also offers special opportunities .

'We in Canada - your neighbour
candid friend - feel that this country ' your best and mos t
of freedom and , constant to the concept

8enerous to the ideals of co-operation, will
continue to accept these responsipilities and to use these
opportunities for the general good .

Under United States leadership and with the whole-
hearted and effective co-operation of the other free countries
of the world, we have the right to hope that one day we w illsecure a world ~where the rreak will at last be safe, because thestrong will have learned to be righteous .

The days ahead will be perplexing, difficult and
dangerous, but if the free countries - under the leadership of
the United States - work together whole-heartedly and efficiently
for good purposes - we may hope that one day we will have a peace
which will be more than the absence of bullets or bombs ; tha tone day we will live in a world where the weak will be safe and
without fear because the strong will have learned to be just
and to be righteous .

3 /C


